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TO:  COUNCIL 

FROM: DAVID MAXWELL 
CHAIR, FORUM OF FIRMS 

NICK FRASER 
CHAIR, TRANSNATIONAL AUDITORS COMMITTEE 

SUBJECT: ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE FORUM OF FIRMS AND 
TRANSNATIONAL AUDITORS COMMITTEE  

 

Section 1 Report Overview 
1.1 This report outlines the activities of the Forum of Firms (FoF) and the Transnational 

Auditors Committee (TAC) since November 2007. 

Section 2 Meeting Updates 
2.1 Since the last Council report, there has been three TAC meetings and one FoF Annual 

Meeting.  The meetings were held as follows: 

● January 17, 2008 – New York City 

● April 2, 2008 – Paris, France 

● June 25, 2008 – London, UK 

● October 8/9, 2008 – New York City (TAC and FoF Meeting) 

Section 3 Significant Project Status/Updates 
Tone at the Top 

3.1 This good practice guidance document was issued to coincide with World 
Accountancy Week in December 2007. To date over 500 downloads have been 
recorded from the IFAC website. 

FoF Membership 

● In January, seventeen members of the Forum of Firms have reported that they have met 
the Forum’s membership obligations.  A press release was issued on January 22, 2008 
announcing this important milestone.  One additional provisional member reported in 
October 2008 that it had met the membership obligations of the Forum. 

● In June 2008, SMS Latinoamerica was accepted as a full member by a unanimous vote of 
the committee. SMS Latinoamerica is an organization headquartered in Argentina with 
200 partners, 2,000 employees and a presence in 29 Latin American and Caribbean 
countries.  

Implications of Associations and Networks and Forum Membership  

3.2 The TAC reviewed a paper and had further discussion around questions regarding 
whether it was possible or appropriate for associations of firms to be members of the 
Forum. The meeting agreed to confirm the current Constitution with the consequence 
that any current member which is not a network (or an individual firm) would cease to 
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be eligible for membership. A transition period would be given to any current member 
which is currently not a network but wishes to become one. 

3.3 It was also agreed that there were practical issues for members where they had 
established a network for both independence and Forum purposes within a larger 
association. It was agreed that it was important that regulators and others could 
distinguish the network from the larger association. It was agreed that a paper setting 
out a possible approach would be prepared for the October TAC meeting. 

IFAC Member Body Compliance Program 

3.4 The TAC received regular updates on the progress of the program and discussed how 
the need for action at the country/member body level could be communicated between 
IFAC and firms. 

Future TAC Work Program  

3.5 In April 2008, there was an extensive discussion of the work program and there was a 
consensus that TAC should be concerned with identifying and communicating best 
practice. TAC desires to take action in line with the Forum’s objective of promoting 
high standards of audit practice. One area which received support for having a best 
practice review was client acceptance systems.  Work is underway to scope out 
potential sources and content for further TAC consideration. 

Other business  

3.6 The TAC also dealt with a number of routine, but important matters with respect to 
nominations to IFAC PIACs, updates and input into IFAC standard setting and 
consultations with respect to IFAC Strategy and budget matters.  

Section 4 Critical Environmental Issues 
Firm Concentration/Liability Reform 

4.1 The TAC received regular updates on the status of European and US Audit Liability 
Reform. 

Credit Crunch 

4.2 The TAC received regular briefings on the activities of the firms: 

● The large firms briefing of the European Group of Audit Oversight Bodies 
(EGAOB) on the audit implications of the credit crunch.  

● The Large firm SWG is organizing a roundtable in New York on April 30, 
coordinated with the Financial Stability Forum, with representatives of regulators 
and others at which firm representatives would discuss the auditing and reporting 
issues flowing from the crunch. The aim was to identify any common problems. 

● It was noted that initial reports of the two US committees looking at issues 
impacting the profession had been released. The Treasury appointed committee 
looking at the sustainability of the profession had produced an initial report 
containing few substantive recommendations. The SEC commissioned report 
contained a useful judgment framework which could be used with a principles 
based approach to standards. The initial report concludes that there are far too 
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many restatements and recommends a new threshold for requiring them. Both 
committees are expected to issue their final reports in mid year. 

Fair Value and the Audit of Financial Institutions  

4.3 As part of our continuing effort to provide value to Forum members, the Forum will 
be holding a Symposium on the Audit of Financial Institutions on the afternoon of 
October 8, 2008 in New York City in conjunction with the Forum’s Annual Meeting. 
We are assembling a panel of representatives from the IAASB and technical experts 
from Forum members to provide an opportunity to share information and experiences 
on this topical issue.   Forum members are being encouraged to invite partners 
involved in the audit of financial institutions as well as technical partners from their 
networks to attend this important event.   

Section 5 International Relations & Communications 
5.1 Deputy President, Bob Bunting made a presentation on the Forum of Firms to Kreston 

International, a potential member of the FoF, on June 26, 2008. 

5.2 Nick Fraser will make a presentation to JHI, a FoF member, in late October 2008. 

Section 6 Operations & Other Matters 
6.1 No significant matters to report.   


